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Abstract. The efficient use of infrastructures is a hard requirement for
railway companies. Thus, the scheduling of trains should aim toward op-
timality, which is an NP-hard problem. The paper presents a friendly and
flexible computer-based decision support system for railway timetabling.
It implements an efficient method, based on meta-heuristic techniques,
which provides railway timetables that satisfy a realistic set of constraints
and, that optimize a multi-criteria objective function.
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1 Introduction

The main motivations for this work are the need of obtaining an automatic
timetabling process for railway companies, the hard requirement of using effi-
ciently railway infrastructures and the challenge that this process implies for
the application and research of techniques in the Artificial Intelligence field.
The literature of the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s relating to rail optimization was
relatively limited. Compared to the airline and bus industries, optimization was
generally overlooked in favor of simulation or heuristic-based methods. However,
Cordeau et al. [1] point out greater competition, privatization, deregulation, and
increasing computer speed as reasons for the more prevalent use of optimization
techniques in the railway industry. Our review of the methods and models that
have been published indicates that the majority of authors use models that are
based on the Periodic Event Scheduling Problem (PESP) introduced by Serafini
and Ukovich [7]. The PESP considers the problem of scheduling as a set of pe-
riodically recurring events under periodic time-window constraints. The model
generates disjunctive constraints that may cause the exponential growth of the
computational complexity of the problem depending on its size.

Schrijver and Steenbeek [5] have developed CADANS, a constraint programming-
based algorithm to find a feasible timetable for a set of PESP constraints. The
scenario considered by this tool is different from the scenario that we used;
therefore, the results are not easily comparable. Nachtigall and Voget [4] also
use PESP constraints to model the cyclic behavior of timetables and to consider
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the minimization of passenger waiting times as the objective function. Their
solving procedure starts with a solution that is obtained in a way similar to the
one that timetable designers in railway companies use. This initial timetable is
then improved by using a genetic algorithm. In our problem, the waiting time for
connections is not taken into account because we only consider the timetabling
optimization for a single railway line.

The train scheduling problem can also be modeled as a special case of the
job-shop scheduling problem (Silva de Oliveira [8], Walker et al. [11]), where
train trips are considered jobs that are scheduled on tracks that are regarded
as resources. The majority of these works consider the scheduling of new trains
on an empty network. However, infrastructure management railway companies
usually also require the optimization of new trains on a line where many trains
are already in circulation (that is, trains that have a fixed timetable). With this
main objective, Lova et al. [2] propose a scheduling method based on reference
stations where the priority of trains, in the case of conflict, changes from one
iteration to another during the solving process.

2 Problem Specification

A railway line is composed by an ordered sequence of locations {l0, l1, ..., ln}
which are linked by single or double track. The problem consists in scheduling
a set of new trains (Tnew), taking into account that the railway line may be
occupied by other trains in circulation (TC) whose timetables cannot be modified.
The trains may belong to different operator types and their respective journeys
may also be different from each other.

The timetable assigned to each new train must be feasible, i.e. it must fulfill
the set of constraints defined in Section 2.1. Besides feasibility, two additional
goals are pursued in this work: computational efficiency and optimality, which
is measured according to the objective function defined in Section 2.2.

2.1 Feasibility of a Solution - Set of Constraints: CONS

The problem of obtaining a feasible and optimal railway timetabling can be
defined as a Constraint Satisfaction and Optimization Problem (CSOP). Con-
sidering T = Tnew ∪TC, variables arrt

i and dept
i represent the arrival/departure

times of each train t ∈ T from/to each station li of its journey. For each train
t ∈ TC, these variables are already instantiated, so that it is not necessary con-
sider any constraint among them. A feasible railway timetable must satisfy a
set of constraints CONS, which are defined by the Spanish Manager of Railway
Infrastructure (ADIF).
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Set of Constraints3

– Interval for the Initial Departure/Arrival Time : given the intervals [ItL, I
t
U]

and [Ft
L, F

t
U], each train t ∈ Tnew should leave/arrive its initial/final station

lt0/ltnt
at a time dept

0/arrt
nt

such that,

ItL ≤ dept
0 ≤ ItU . (1)

Ft
L ≤ arrt

nt
≤ Ft

U . (2)

– Running Time: for each track section lti → lti+1, and for each train t ∈ Tnew

is given a running time ∆t
i→(i+1) such that

arrt
i+1 = dept

i + ∆t
i→(i+1) . (3)

– Commercial Stop: each train t ∈ Tnew is required to remain in a station lti
of its journey at least Ct

i time units

dept
i ≥ arrt

i + Ct
i . (4)

– Headway Time: if two trains, {ti, tj} ⊆ T, traveling in the same direction
leave the same location ltk towards the location ltk+1, they are required to
have a difference in their departure times of at least ϕd

k and a difference in
their arrival times of at least ϕa

k. Particularly, when the blocking type in the
track section is Automatic then ϕd

k = ϕa
k and their values are determined by

the user. When the blocking type of the track section is Manual, the second
train must wait in the station until the first train arrives to the next open
station.

|depti

k − dep
tj

k | ≥ ϕd
k . (5)

|arrti

k+1 − arr
tj

k+1| ≥ ϕa
k . (6)

– Crossing : A single-track section cannot be occupied at the same time by two
trains going in the opposite directions. Considering that: TD and TU are
the set of trains that travel in down and up direction respectively, t ∈ TD,
t′ ∈ TU and i → j is a track section (down direction), this constraint is
modeled by the following expression.

dept′
j > arrt

j ∨ dept
i > arrt

i . (7)

– Reception/Expedition Time: Crossing operations are performed in stations
and they require to keep temporal safety margins (Reception and Expedi-
tion Time) between the involved trains. The difference between the arrival
times/departure and arrival times of any two trains, {t′, t} ⊆ T ∧ {t′, t} *
TD ∧ {t′, t} * TU, in a same station l is defined by the expressions below,

3 In this work are described the main problem constraints, the rest of constraints that
have been considered are detailed in [10].
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where Rt is the reception time specified for the train that arrives to l first
and Et is the expedition time specified for t.

arrt′
l ≥ arrt

l → arrt′
l − arrt

l ≥ Rt . (8)

|dept′
l − arrt

l | ≥ Et . (9)
– Overtaking on the track section: overtaking must be avoided between any

two trains, {i, j} * TC ∧ ({i, j} ⊆ TD ∨ {i, j} ⊆ TU), on any common track
sections, k → (k + 1), of their journeys:

(arri
k+1 ≥ arrj

k+1) ↔ (depi
k ≥ depj

k) . (10)

– Frequency : The user can specify a given frequency among a subset of trains
of Tnew. Each subset of trains G must be composed by trains that have a
same journey and that travel in a same direction. For each group, a different
frequency may be specified, which must belong to an interval [FG

L ,FG
U], where

the lower and upper bound may be the same. In this case a fixed frequency
is specified for the group. For each station where a given frequency must be
considered, the following expression must be satisfied

{t′, t} ⊂ G ∧ dept′
i > dept

i ∧ (@t”)G(dept
i < dept”

i < dept′
i )

→ FG
L ≤ dept′

i − dept
i ≤ FG

U . (11)

2.2 Optimality of a Solution - Objective function

We have defined the Minimum Total Running Time (Γ t
opt) of each train t ∈ Tnew,

as the minimum time required by t to complete its journey, satisfying all the
problem constraints in CONS but only taking into account the set of trains in
circulation TC; the trains Tnew \ t are ignored. We have two criteria to measure
the quality of each solution: (i) the average delay (δ) of the new trains with
respect the Minimum Total Running Time, and (ii) the deviation (σ) between
the average delay of trains going in up direction (δU), and the average delay of
trains going in down direction (δD). These values are computed according the
following expressions:

δt =
arrt

nt
− dept

0 − Γ t
opt

Γ t
opt

; δU =

∑
t∈TU∩Tnew

δt

|TU ∩ Tnew| ; δD =

∑
t∈TD∩Tnew

δt

|TD ∩ Tnew| ; δ =
δU + δD

|Tnew|
The average delay deviation of each set of trains, up and down direction, with
respect to the average delay of all new trains, is:

σ =

√
(δU − δ)2 + (δD − δ)2

2
A given weight, ωdelay and ωeq, is assigned to each criterion respectively. The
weight assigned to each one is determined by the railway planner. Finally, consid-
ering that TTABLE is one problem solution and therefore is the set of timetables
for each new train, the objective function of this problem is formulated as:

f (TTABLE) = MIN(ωdelay × δ + ωeq × σ) (12)
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3 A Scheduling Order-Based Method (SOBM)

In order to obtain an optimal solution (timetables) in our CSOP, the process
obtains successively different solutions, keeping the best one obtained each time.
The search process of each solution is heuristically guided (Section 3.1), and a
pruning process is applied to reduce the search time (Section 3.3). The process
obtains new solutions iteratively until a given end condition is fulfilled (number
of iterations, a given time interval, a minimum cost for the objective function,
etc.). Each solution is obtained by repeating the following sequence of steps:
select a train, assign a timetable to the selected train in a given track section of
its journey and evaluate the partial solution to decide wether to continue or to
prune, until a valid timetable had been assigned to every train in Tnew; or until
the current partial solution is discarded by the pruning process.

3.1 Heuristic Decision for the Priority Assignment

The disjunctive constraints are the main cause of the complexity of this problem.
These constraints are due to the competition of two trains for the same resource,
i.e. track section or track in a given station. When there is a conflict between
two trains for the same resource, and one of them is a train in circulation, the
train in circulation will always have higher priority, and the new train will always
be delayed. However when the conflict occurs between two new trains, we use
a heuristic based on the selection order of the trains to determine which of the
two new trains will have higher priority on this resource. Each solution will be
determined by this priorities assignment.

We consider the problem as a search tree whose root node (initial node)
represents the empty timetabling. For each node where no successor is possible,
there is an artificial terminal node (final node). Let Topen be the set of new
trains whose timetables have not yet been completed (Topen ⊆ Tnew). Each
intermediate node is composed of a pair (ti, sj), which indicates that a feasible
timetable must be found for the train ti ∈ Topen in its track section sj . When the
timetable of a train ti is completed, this train is eliminated from the set Topen.
Each level of the search tree indicates which part of the timetable of each train
can be generated. The method must determine in each level, which of the nodes
will be chosen. The problem consists of finding a path in the search tree, (from
the initial node to the final node), so that the order of priorities established by
this path produces the minimum cost according to the objective function.

In this point we describe how is selected each node that will compose the
path of one solution. For each node (ti, sj) in a given level of the tree, consider
that a feasible timetable was assigned to ti from its initial station lt0 until the
station ltjt

. For each level, we measure the partial delay of each train t ∈ Topen

according to the following expression:

δt
partial =

arrt
jt
− dept

0 − Γ t
opt

Γ t
opt

(13)
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Given that the minimum partial delay is δmin = mint∈Topen
(δt

partial), the proba-
bility ρt, of train t being selected is computed according to the following expres-
sion:

ρt =
(δt

partial − δmin + ε)α

∑
t∈Topen

(δt
partial − δmin + ε)α

(14)

A node is chosen according to the parameterized Regret-Based Biased Random
Sampling (RBRS) [6] and [9], so that the train with higher priority is not nec-
essarily the train chosen, due to the random component of the RBRS method.

If the node (ti, sj) is selected, then the next step will consist in setting the
timetable for the train ti in its track section sj which is described in the next
subsection.

3.2 Timetable Generation and Constraint Verification

Once a given node (ti, sj) has been selected, its computed a departure time for
the train ti from the location ltj (sj = ltj → ltj+1) and an initial timetable is
assigned in the track section sj according to the constraints 3 and 4. From this
initial timetable, the process proceeds to verify the rest of constraints in CONS
in the track section sj .

The constraints are verified taking into account the trains whose journeys
include the track section under consideration. The new trains whose journeys
include this track section but that have not yet been selected in sj are not taken
into account. Therefore, when the process indicates that train ti has a conflict
with another new train t′ (violating constraints such as 7, 10, ... etc), it means
that (t′, sj) has been selected before than (ti, sj). Thus, if the process detects a
conflict between the train ti and another train, it will delay to ti, since the other
train has been selected previously and therefore it has higher priority than ti.

It important to remark that the order in which the new trains are selected
influences the global scheduling. The order of selection determines the prior-
ity among the trains and the way that each conflict between two new trains
(crossing, overtaking, capacity in stations, headway time,..., etc) will be solved.

3.3 Heuristic Decision for the Prune Process

Each time the process finishes building the timetable for a train ti in a track
section sj , it estimates the objective function value corresponding to the current
partial scheduling in the best of the cases (δest). In other words, when a train
has not yet assigned a timetable from a given track section of its journey, the
process estimates that this train will employ the minimum time possible, sum of
running time plus commercial stop (M t

it→nt
), to go from this track section until

its destination. The following expression shows how is computed δest.

δest =

∑
t∈Tnew

δt
est

|Tnew| (15)
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δt
est =

arrt
it
− dept

0 + M t
it→nt

− Γ t
opt

Γ t
opt

(16)

If the estimated cost for the current partial scheduling is greater than the best
solution cost (obtained up to point), then the current iteration is aborted and
the partial scheduling is discarded. The partial solution is not saved because a
problem for a real environment would imply a very high spatial cost.

The method incorporates knowledge about the objective function of the prob-
lem in order to estimate when a solution might not be better than a previous
one. It is a conservative technique because it does not risk a solution until it is
sure that the solution will not be better than the best one obtained up to this
point. We increase the method efficiency with this pruning process.

4 Results

The Spanish Manager of Railway Infrastructure (ADIF) provides us with real in-
stances to obtain a realistic evaluation of the proposed heuristic. We describe ten
problem instances in Figure 1.a (columns 2 to 9) by means of: the length of the
railway line, number of single/double track sections, number of stations,number
of trains and track sections (TS) corresponding to all these trains, for trains
already in circulation and for new trains, respectively. The results are shown in

1 209,1 25 11 22 40 472 53 543

2 129,4 21 0 15 27 302 30 296

3 177,8 37 4 25 11 103 11 146

4 225,8 33 0 23 113 1083 11 152

5 256,1 38 0 28 80 1049 15 235

6 256,1 38 0 28 81 1169 16 159

7 96,7 16 0 13 47 1397 16 180

8 96,7 16 0 13 22 661 40 462

9 298,2 46 0 24 26 330 11 173

10 401,4 37 1 24 0 0 35 499

Problems
Infrastructure Despcription

Km 1-Way 2-Way Stat Trains TS Trains TS

In Circulation New Trains

(a) (b)

1 169 8,6 168 5,9

2 611 10,1 608 10

3 2185 21,1 3101 16

4 311 13,2 445 5,5

5 396 19,3 452 17,5

6 424 14,7 521 14,1

7 267 18 263 15,4

8 67 50,9 85 45,5

9 1112 11,5 1129 8,7

10 405 19,2 397 17,9

Problems
RANDOM

Obj%

SOBM

#of Solutions #of Solutions Obj%

Fig. 1: Results obtained with the SOBM method

Figure 1.b. This Table presents the best value of the objective function and the
number of feasible solutions that were obtained for each problem (columns 2 and
3 for the RANDOM approach; columns 4 and 5 for the SOBM approach). The
algorithm is implemented using C++ running on a Pentium IV 3,6 Ghz. The
running time was of 300” for all the problems, and the parameters of the RBRS
set to α=1 and ε=0,05. The difference between the RANDOM approach and
the SOBM approach is the way that the trains are chosen at each level of the
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search tree. In the first approach the trains are chosen randomly, in the second
approach, the trains are chosen according to the method explained in Section
3. The results show that a guided heuristic such as SOBM explores regions in
a more promising way in less time than the RANDOM approach does and this
leads to better solutions.

MOM: A Decision Support System

We have developed a tool, MOM (Modulo Optimizador de Mallas), that provides
solutions for the timetabling problem whose requirements have been given in
Section 2. MOM solves the problem using the SOBM method (Section 3). It is a
tool that makes easier to railway planner the task of obtaining feasible and high
quality timetables for the trains that must be added to a given railway line.

Fig. 2: A graphical example of solutions given by MOM
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MOM allows the user to configure each problem instance as far as infrastruc-
ture, user requirements, solving process and quality of solutions is concerned.

– MOM interacts with the ADIF Database to obtain data related to the railway
infrastructure (tracks in stations and sections, maintenance intervals, closing
time, blocking type, etc.) and trains (journeys, commercial stops, etc. How-
ever, MOM allows the user modify the obtained data in order to provide
the nearest scenario to every particular environment or user requirements,
such that the given solutions are useful and significant. Moreover, MOM also
allows to parameterize each train: intervals for departure and arrival times,
running times in sections, frequency of departures, circulation days, specific
safety margins (reception, expedition and headway time)in specific sections,
etc.

– MOM deals with hard and soft (i.e. flexible) constraints. That is, some given
constraints (reception time, expedition time, etc.) can be relaxed within
given bounds in order to obtain a better global scheduling (improvement in
the objective function value). Any case, every relaxation should be finally
validated by the user.

– In order to compute the quality of each solution, the objective function
given in Section 2.2 takes into account: (i) the average delay of the trains
with respect to the minimum running time, and (ii) the balance between the
average delay of trains going in up and down direction respectively. The user
specifies to MOM the weight that must be assigned to each criterion in the
objective function.

In Figure 2.a is shown the MOM interface. The Figures 2.b and 2.c show two
solutions. In the first one, the solving process has satisfied all the constraints
without relax the variables domain. In the second solution, the problem was
solved using the flexible mode. Certain constraints were relaxed and the average
delay was 20% less than the average delay obtained in the first solution.

Conclusions

In this paper, we present a Scheduling Order-Based Method (SOBM) that pro-
poses an efficient and flexible heuristic-driven method for the Train Timetabling
Problem, which is modeled as a CSOP. Heuristic-decisions are based on both
the knowledge about the problem and the multi criteria objective function.

Several realistic instances of the problem have been verified as well as dif-
ferent traffic conditions and train configurations. The method can be applied to
any railway line and does not require a specific configuration in the railway in-
frastructure. The set of constraints can be modified without affecting the solving
process used during the optimization.

The method has been implemented as a friendly and flexible user-aid system
so that the railway planner can obtain train timetables under several scenarios
and user requirements, in an efficient way and with high quality. It allows the
railway planner to employ more time in the analysis tasks and the decision
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making process that corresponds to the medium and long term planning. To
our knowledge, there are no in-use computer-based systems that consider all
the shown features. We consider the main contributions to be the efficiency and
flexibility of the method taking into account its application to real and complex
scenarios. MOM is currently being used by the Spanish Manager of Railway
Infrastructure (ADIF).
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